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Health ABC Cohort

• 3075 men and women (50%), 45% African 
American – Pittsburgh, Memphis, UCSF CC and NIA

• Focus – weight, body comp and physical disability
• 6 Annual exams with body comp, performance, 

morbidity assessment
• Two additional exams and continued phone 

follow-up
• Adjudicated mortality and weight related health 

conditions
• Biorepository 



• Some key questions about aging

– Longevity

– Healthy Aging

• Potential to address with ideas about 
consortia



What does it take to live a long and 
healthy life?

• Women > Men – Why?
• What is the role of the life course?

– What are the key periods for exposure?
– Fetal origins
– Key points for intervention

• How important is physiologic reserve to the period of 
disability-free survival?
– When and how to optimize reserve?

• What determines the rate of aging?
– Can it be slowed down in humans?
– Onset delayed vs. change in rate



Long term follow-up of existing cohorts

2014
Cases:

6,036 longevity 

cases, age 90+ 
Comparison:

3,757 died between 
ages 55 and 80

2010
Cases:

1,836 longevity 

cases, age 90+
Comparison:

1,955 died between 
the ages of 55 and 80



Longevity research

• CHARGE GWAS Longevity
– Illustrates the opportunity

– Sample size for longevity is growing

• Few genetic factors identified
– ApoE4

– FOXO3a

• Rare Variation?

• Epigenetics?

• Environment? Birth cohort?



Longevity = Healthy Aging

• Risk/protective factors for longevity

– Cardiovascular risk factors predominate (Newman 2003, Terry 

2005, Willcox 2006, Yates 2008, Britton 2008, Sun 2009, Baer 2011, Walter 2012 )

– Delay onset of functional decline with CVD 
prevention

• Multimorbidity and competing risk

• Time sequence of events

– Agecancer < AgeCVD < agedementia



Mean Age at Death by Cause of Death in CHS –
15 year follow-up

*CVD deaths are cardiovascular disease deaths other than stroke
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LH, Lumley T. Total and Cause Specific Mortality in the Cardiovascular Health Study. J Gerontol A Biol Sci Med Sci. 
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Need for new or expanded studies

• Increasing proportions surviving to 
very old ages

• Environmental factors 
predominate

• Birth cohort trends difficult to 
discern in individual cohort 
studies

• Key parameters of aging often not 
measured in early and midlife in 
most cohort studies

• Little information on achievement 
of peak development in studies of 
adults – birth to early adulthood



Virtual cohort –
Multiple 
harmonized 
cohorts



Consortium Ideas

• Assemble cross-sectional data by age and 
birth cohort – “Virtual Cohort”

– Birth – old age

– Birth cohort effects?

Nygaard, Marianne, et al. "Birth cohort differences in the prevalence of longevity-associated variants in 
APOE and FOXO3A in Danish long-lived individuals." Experimental gerontology 57 (2014): 41-46.



Consortium Ideas

• Assemble new life course cohort

– From existing?

– Assess development and decline

– Add measures that are age sensitive and 
longitudinal

– Distinguish phenotypes

• Greater reserve from 

• rate of decline or 

• onset of decline



Hypothetical Trajectories – Different Phenotypes
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1. Greater reserve (same rate of decline)

2. Slower rate of rise

3. Later onset of decline
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Consortium Ideas

• Multigenerational cohort

– Children of cohorts?

– Secular/birth cohort trends

– Fetal origins



Primordial prevention to optimize 
aging

• Lipids, BP

• Muscle function

• Bone density

• Vision 

• Hearing

• Dementia - ?



Value of long term follow-up

• Studies should be:

– Lifelong

– Multigenerational

– Preconception

– Interventional

• To address:

– Multiple diseases simultaneously

– In the context of their major risk factor: Aging


